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Null Geometry and the Penrose Conjecture
Hubert L. Bray and Henri P. Roesch
ABSTRACT. In this paper, we survey recent progress on the Null Penrose Conjecture, including a proof of the conjecture
for smooth null cones that are foliated by doubly convex spheres.
Sir Roger Penrose argued in 1973 [12] that the total mass of a
spacetime containing black hole horizons with combined total
area |Σ| should be at least a|Σ|{16pi. On the one hand, this
conjecture is important for physics and our understanding of
black holes. On the other hand, Penrose’s physical arguments
lead to a fascinating conjecture about the geometry of hy-
persurfaces in spacetimes. For spacelike (Riemannian) slices
with zero second fundamental form the conjecture is known
as the Riemannian Penrose Inequality and was first proved by
Huisken-Ilmanen [8] (for one black hole) and then by the first
author [3], using two different geometric flow techniques. This
paper concerns a formulation of the conjecture for certain null
hypersurfaces in spacetimes called the Null Penrose Conjec-
ture (NPC). Over the last ten years, there has been a great
deal of progress [1, 5, 9, 10, 11, 14] on the NPC, culminating
in a proof of the conjecture in a fair amount of generality for
smooth null cones [13]. One surprising fact is that these null
hypersurfaces, under physically inspired curvature conditions
on the spacetime, have monotonic quantities, including cross
sectional area [6], notions of energy [9, 10, 11, 14], and, as
we’ll see with Theorem 1 below, a new notion of mass [13].
The Null Geometry of Light
The theory of General Relativity emerges from Albert Ein-
stein’s beautiful idea that matter in a physical system curves
the intertwining fabric of both space and time. A spacetime is
a four dimensional manifold with a metric of signature (3,1),
meaning that the metric on each tangent plane is isometric to
the Minkowski spacetime R41 :“ pR4,´dt2` dx2` dy2` dz2q.
The minus sign in the metric implies the existence of null
vectors, vectors with zero length (such as (1,1,0,0)), even
though the vectors themselves are not zero. A null hypersur-
face is a codimension one submanifold of a spacetime whose
three dimensional tangent planes are null in one dimension
(and hence positive definite in the two other dimensions). For
example, if we let r “ax2 ` y2 ` z2 in the Minkowski space-
time, any translation of the downward cone Λ :“ tt “ ´ru as
depicted in Figure 1, is a null hypersurface.
Null geometry is counter intuitive in a number of ways.
Since one dimension has zero length, null hypersurfaces have
zero volume. Furthermore, since the metric is not invertible,
the Riemann curvature tensor of the null hypersurface is not
well defined. Also, the vector which is perpendicular to a
null hypersurface must also be tangent (hence null). This
normal-tangent duality complicates the notion of what the
second fundamental form of a null hypersurface should be
defined to be (the classical tool for analyzing the “shape” of
substructures).
t
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Figure 1: Downward Cone of Minkowski, Λ
Fortunately, for a ‘conical’ null hypersurface Ω – S2ˆR called
a null cone, where S2 accounts for the two positive dimen-
sions, Ω can be studied vicariously through the geometry of
its spherical cross-sections including their Gauss and Codazzi
equations. For our sacrifice in intuition to this normal-tangent
duality we do gain some advantages. A direct consequence of
a normal vector L being also tangent is that all curves along
L must be geodesic. Thus, a null hypersurface can be thought
of as a collection of ‘light-rays’ in the framework of General
Relativity. Imagine standing on some 2-sphere Σ0 in a space-
time, for example the surface of the Earth, and collecting all
light rays ‘hitting the surface’ at a particular point in time.
Σ0
Σs
Ω
L L
Figure 2: Foliations of Ω
The resulting set constructs (or recovers) a null cone Ω re-
ducing the usually complicated system of PDEs associated to
flows in spacetimes to an analysis of ODEs. From standard
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uniqueness of ODEs, any two normal null flows of surfaces
off of Σ0 must result in two foliations of the same null cone.
Moreover, from standard existence of ODEs, wherever there’s
a smooth spacelike 2-sphere Σ0 there will be a null cone off
of it, at least in a neighborhood of the sphere.
The Expanding Null Cone
The thermodynamics of black holes rests upon Hawking’s
area theorem [6] which states that in spacetimes satisfying
the Dominant Energy Condition (or DEC) the area of a cross
section of a black hole event horizon is non-decreasing. Sim-
ilarly in our context, we will briefly explore how the DEC,
which is a local curvature constraint modelling non-negative
energy, ensures that null cones reaching null infinity can only
be foliated by spheres of increasing area. To do so, we first
need a quantity also needed to state our main result, Theorem
1.
Definition 1. For a spacelike 2-sphere Σ, the expansion is
given by
σ :“ x´ ~H,Ly
where ~H is the mean curvature, a normal vector measuring
the mean extrinsic curvature of Σ.
For a null flow off of Σ along L, σ comes from ddsdA “ σdA
where dA is the area form (i.e. an ‘element of area’) on Σ.
Here the DEC comes into play, by way of the Raychaudhuri
equation (see [6]), ensuring dσ{ds ď 0 along all geodesics.
Hence, the only way to get standard asymptotics at infin-
ity, which by any reasonable notion should have expanding
2-spheres (i.e “σp8q ą 0”), necessarily restricts our choice of
Σ0 to have strictly positive expansion. In fact, σ ą 0 on all
of Ω enforces that all foliations must have expanding area.
With the null flow vector L having zero length we also
forfeit our intuitive notion of measuring the speed of a flow.
However, with an expanding null cone Ω, σ offers a convenient
replacement.
Null cones that reach null infinity also have fundamen-
tal physical significance beyond the monotonicity of cross-
sectional area. In isolated physical systems, such as a cluster
of stars or a black hole, we expect the curvature induced by
localized matter to settle “far away” back to flat Minkowski
spacetime. In our context, Mars and Soria [10] introduced the
notion of an asymptotically flat null cone whereby the geom-
etry of Ω approaches that of a downward cone of Minkowski
at null infinity in a suitable sense. These asymptotically flat
null cones allow us the ability to measure the total energy
and mass of a system which we’ll need in order to state the
NPC.
Total Energy and Our Main Example
In 1968, Hawking [7] published a new mechanism aimed at
capturing the amount of energy in a given region using the
curvature of its boundary Σ.
Definition 2. The Hawking Energy is given by
EHpΣq “
c
|Σ|
16pi
´
1´ 1
16pi
ż
Σ
x ~H, ~HydA
¯
. (1)
For example, for any cross-section of the downward cone
Σ ãÑ Λ :“ tt “ ´ru in Minkowski the Gauss equation iden-
tifies a beautifully simple relationship between the intrinsic
and extrinsic curvature, K “ 14x ~H, ~Hy (see [13]), where K
is the Gauss curvature of Σ. From the Gauss-Bonnet The-
orem we therefore conclude that 0 “ şK ´ 14x ~H, ~HydA “
4piEH{
a|Σ|{16pi. Thus, all cross-sections - no matter how
squiggly - envelop matter content of vanishing energy, as ex-
pected of a flat vacuum.
For another, and our main example of a null cone, we
go to the one parameter family of Schwarzschild spacetimes
characterized by the metric
´p1´ 2M
r
qdt2 ` dr
2
1´ 2Mr
` r2pdϑ2 ` psinϑq2dϕ2q.
These spacetimes model an isolated black hole with the pa-
rameter M representing total mass. Note that the coordinate
r has been chosen so that each sphere of fixed pt, rq is a round
sphere of area 4pir2. Also, when M “ 0 we recover exactly the
Minkowski metric in spherical coordinates. The reader may
have noticed the singularities r “ 0 and r “ 2M . The singu-
larity at r “ 0 is a curvature singularity called the black hole
singularity giving rise to the isolated black hole. We see this
black hole is isolated from the fact that the metric approaches
the Minkowski metric for large values of r. On the other hand,
the singularity at r “ 2M is superficial, and can be removed
with a change of coordinates. To show this we introduce the
ingoing null coordinate v, whereby dv “ dt ` dr
1´ 2Mr , giving
the metric in ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates
´ p1´ 2M
r
qdv2 ` 2dvdr ` r2pdϑ2 ` psinϑq2dϕ2q. (2)
In the transition from M “ 0 to M ą 0 the downward
cones of Minkowski transition to their spherically symmetric
counterparts in Schwarzschild, referred to as the standard null
cones. In Minkowski, Λ “ tv “ 0u for v “ t ` r, from (2)
we see the analogous three dimensional slice ΩS :“ tv “ v0u
(i.e. dv “ 0) inherits the metric r2pdϑ2 ` psinϑq2dϕ2q assign-
ing positive lengths only for vectors along the two spherical
coordinates pϑ, ϕq, not r. These coordinates pr, ϑ, ϕq P RˆS2
identify points on the standard null cone ΩS .
r “ 0
r “ 2M
ω “ r|Σ
L
L
ΩS
Σ
Figure 3: The Standard Null Cone, ΩS
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The r-coordinate curves are exactly the geodesics that rule
ΩS , allowing us to identify any cross-section by simply speci-
fying r as a function on S2. Similar to Minkowski, the Gauss
equation once again simplifies to an intriguingly simple ex-
pression for a cross-section Σ :“ tr “ ωpϑ, ϕqu ãÑ ΩS ([13])
K ´ 1
4
x ~H, ~Hy “ 2M
ω3
. (3)
Σ also inherits the simple metric γ “ ω2γ˚ from ΩS , where
γ˚ is the standard round metric on a sphere. So from Gauss-
Bonnet and (3), we conclude that EHpΣq “M
bş
ω2 dS4pi
ş
1
ω
dS
4pi
for dS the area form on a round sphere. Some fascinating ob-
servations follow from Jensen’s inequality. We deduce that
EH ěM which the reader may recognize as the special rela-
tivistic notion that the energy of a particle is always bounded
below by its mass. Jensen’s inequality also ensures that equal-
ity is reached only if ω “ r0, corresponding to the t-slice inter-
sections with ΩS (see Figure 4). Moreover, one can show ([10])
that Σ is a round sphere if and only if ωpϑ, ϕq “ r0
?
1´|~v|2
1´~v¨~npϑ,ϕq ,
for some r0, ~v inside the unit ball B˚
3 Ă R3, and ~npϑ, ϕq the
unit position vector, giving the energy EHpr0, ~vq “ M?
1´|~v|2 .
This is precisely the observed energy of a particle of mass M
traveling at velocity ~v relative to its observer (with the speed
of light set to c “ 1).
Using Schwarzschild as an example we can also motivate
the notion of total energy and mass for an asymptotically
flat null cone Ω. We start by bringing to the attention of
the reader that the intrinsic geometry of ΩS is identical to
that of the downward cone in Minkowski ([14]). This is evi-
dent from (2), since the only component ‘giving rise’ to the
Schwarzschild geometry (beyond Minkowski) is dv2, which
vanishes for the induced metric on ΩS . So instead, we may
actually account for all round spheres of ΩS by intersecting
the downward cone of Minkowski by Euclidean hyperplanes
(see Figure 1). On the one hand, any family of parallel hy-
perplanes in Minkowski are given as fixed time slices inside a
reference frame (coordinates pt¯, x¯, y¯, z¯q) of an observer travel-
ing at velocity ~v. On the other hand, the ambient geometry
of Schwarzschild settles to that of Minkowski, inheriting such
characteristics asymptotically. Therefore, aided by Figure 4,
we imagine that an asymptotically round foliation of ΩS is
induced by an asymptotically Euclidean slicing of the space-
time (for which EH has a verified correlation to total energy
[8]). We conclude that an observer ‘at infinity’ approximates
our black hole to a particle (similarly to α of Figure 1) of
total energy M?
1´|~v|2 . In the general setting, considering an
asymptotically flat null cone Ω, it follows that EH approaches
a measure of total energy along an asymptotically round foli-
ation called a Bondi Energy, EB (see [11]).
Definition 3. For an asymptotically flat null cone Ω, mini-
mizing over all Bondi Energies EB yields the Bondi Mass mB
([11]).
Returning to Schwarzschild, we verify that the standard null
cone has Bondi Mass mBpΩSq “ inf|~v|ă1
Ma
1´ |~v|2 “M .
Black Holes and the Null Penrose Conjecture
Upon further inspection of (2) the reader may have noticed
yet another null cone given by the slice H :“ tr “ 2Mu
(see Figure 2). With induced metric 4M2pdϑ2psinϑq2dϕ2q,
positive lengths are once again only assigned to vectors along
the spherical coordinates, not v. In contrast to ΩS , any cross
section Σ ãÑ H has metric γ “ 4M2γ˚. Thus, all cross-sections
exhibit the exact same area 16piM2. In other words, on any
cross-section of H, light rays emitted perpendicularly off of
the surface remain trapped. Since no material particles travel
faster than the speed of light, H indicates the hypersurface
from which there is ‘no return’ upon entering, or the event
horizon. As a result of this trapping, the 2-sphere H X ΩS is
the unique cross-section of ΩS satisfying x ~H, ~Hy “ 0, namely
with null mean curvature.
Definition 4. A marginally outer trapped surface (MOTS)
Σ0 in an expanding null cone Ω is a surface satisfying the
condition
x ~H, ~Hy “ 0.
With a MOTS Σ0 identifying the presence of a black hole
horizon in our context, the Null Penrose Conjecture states
that c
|Σ0|
16pi
ď mB .
t¯
y¯
x¯,z¯
t
y
x,z
EHpΣs‹q Ñ E
EHpΣsq ÑM
Figure 4: Asymptotically round foliations of ΩS
Previous Work
Given a spacelike 2-sphere Σ with metric γ, every point on
its surface has two positive dimensions in the available four
of spacetime spent on tangent vectors. As a result, we can
combine the remaining negative and positive dimensions to
form a normal null basis tL,Lu. For a cross-section of a null
cone Ω we choose L as the normal-tangent to Ω (for example,
see Figure 3). This finally allows us to introduce some final
data for our main Theorem below.
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Definition 5. For a smooth spacelike 2-sphere Σ of second
fundamental form II and null basis tL,Lu such that xL,Ly “ 2
we define
χ´ :“ x´ II, L{σy, ζpV q :“ 1
2
xDV L,Ly “ τpV q ` V log σ
where ζ is the connection 1-form (V a tangent vector field of
Σ).
In his PhD thesis, Johannes Sauter ([14]) showed for the
special class of shear free null cones (i.e. satisfying χ´ “ 12γ)
inside vacuum spacetimes, one is able to solve a system of
ODEs to yield explicitly the geometry of Ω. This then en-
ables a direct analysis of EH at null infinity that allowed
Sauter to prove the NPC. An observation of Christodoulou
(see [14]) also shows that EH is monotonically increasing
along foliations in vacuum if either the mass aspect function
µ :“ K´ 14x ~H, ~Hy´∇ ¨ ζ or the expansion σ remain constant
functions on each cross-section. For a black hole horizon Σ0,
we see from (1) that EHpΣ0q “
a|Σ0|{16pi making this obser-
vation particularly interesting. If one is successful in interpo-
lating EH from the horizon to the Bondi Mass mB along one
of these flows the NPC would follow for vacuum spacetimesa|Σ0|{16pi “ EHpΣ0q ď lim
sÑ8mpΣsq “ mB . Sauter was able
to show for small pertubations of Ω off of the shear free condi-
tion, one obtains global existence of either of these flows and
that EH converges. Unfortunately, one is unable to conclude
that the foliating 2-spheres even become round asymptoti-
cally let alone EH approaching mB . In fact, Bergqvist ([2])
noticed this exact difficulty had been overlooked in an earlier
work of Ludvigsen and Vickers ([9]) towards proving the weak
NPC, namely
a|Σ0|{16pi ď EB .
In 2015, Alexakis ([1]) was able to prove the NPC for vac-
uum perturbations of the black hole exterior in Schwarzschild
spacetime by successfully using the latter of the two flows in
Sauter’s thesis. Alexakis was once again afforded an explicit
analysis of EH at null infinity. Work by Mars and Soria
([10]) followed soon afterwards in identifying the asymp-
totically flat condition on Ω to maintain an explicit limit
of lim
sÑ8EHpΣsq along geodesic foliations. In 2016 ([11]),
those authors constructed a new functional on 2-spheres
and showed for a special foliation tΣλu off of the horizon
Σ0 called geodesic asymptotically Bondi (or GAB) that,a|Σ0|{16pi ď lim
λÑ8EHpΣλq ă 8. Thus, for GAB folia-
tions that approach round spheres, this reproduces the weak
NPC of Bergqvist ([2]), Ludvigsen and Vickers ([9]). Unfor-
tunately, as in the aforementioned work of Sauter, Bergqvist,
Ludvigsen and Vickers there is no guarantee of asymptotic
roundness.
Mass Not Energy
These difficulties may very well be symptomatic of the fact
that an energy is particularly susceptible to the plethora of
ways boosts can develop along any given flow.
We expect an infinitesimal null flow of Σ to gain energy
due to an influx of matter analogous to the addition of 4-
velocities in Figure 5, E3 “ E1 ` E2. However, with energy
being a frame dependent measurement and no way to discern
a reference frame, we are left at the mercy of distortions along
the flow. Without knowing, our measurements could experi-
ence either an artificial increase in energy P Ñ P 1 or decrease
P 1 Ñ P , as depicted in Figure 5. Geometrically, this mani-
fests along the flow in a (local) ‘tilting’ of Σ (recall Figure 4).
From the formula of EHpΣq for Σ ãÑ ΩS , Jensen’s inequality
indicates the existence of many flows with increasing EH yet
only t-slice intersections produce the Bondi Mass. Not only
is this flow highly specialized, it dictates strong restrictions
on our initial choice of Σ from which to begin the flow.
P2 “ pE2, ~P2q
P1 “ pE1, ~P1q
PP
1P3 “ pE3, ~P3q
Figure 5: Propagation vs Boosts
This is not a problem, however, if appealing instead to
mass rather than energy since boosts leave mass invariant,
M2 “ E2 ´ |~P |2 “ pE1q2 ´ |~P 1|2 “ pM 1q2. Moreover, by
virtue of the Lorentzian triangle inequality (provided all vec-
tors are timelike and either all future or all past-pointing),
along any given flow the mass should always increase
M3 “ |pE1`E2, ~P1` ~P2q| ě |pE1, ~P1q|`|pE2, ~P2q| “M1`M2.
One may hope therefore, by appealing to a notion of mass
instead of energy, a larger class of flows will arise exhibiting
monotonicity of mass and physically meaningful asymptotics.
Recent Progress from a new Quasi-local Mass
In search of a mass we return to our favorite model spacetime,
the Schwarzschild spacetime with null cones ΩS . With the
tantalizingly simple expression (3), a natural first guess at
extracting the black hole mass M is to take
m˜pΣq “ 1
2
´ 1
4pi
ż
pK ´ 1
4
x ~H, ~Hyq 23 dA
¯ 3
2
.
The reason being, irrespective of the cross-section Σ ãÑ ΩS ,
this gives m˜pΣq “ 12
´
1
4pi
şp 2Mω3 q 23 pω2dSq¯ 32 “ M as desired.
Amazingly, Jensen’s inequality also ensures that m˜ ď EH
whenever the integrand is non-negative by Gauss-Bonnet.
Unfortunately, upon an analysis of the propagation of this
mass on a general null cone, no clear monotonicity properties
arise and we’re left needing to modify it at the very least.
However, on a return to our drawing board ΩS , one finds
that all cross-sections also satisfy ζ “ d log σ Ø τ “ 0 and a
sufficient condition [15]. Inspired by this, the second author
(see [13]) put forward the modified geometric flux, ρ and mass
mpΣq:
ρ :“ K ´ 1
4
x ~H, ~Hy `∇ ¨ ζ ´∆ log σ
mpΣq :“ 1
2
´ 1
4pi
ż
ρ
2
3 dA
¯ 3
2
.
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The first thing we observe, is that the previously desired prop-
erties mpΣq “ M for Σ ãÑ ΩS and m ď EH if ρ ě 0 are
maintained (the second property now following from both the
Guass-Bonnet and the Divergence Theorems). Even better,
from a nine page calculation followed by three different ‘in-
tegrations by parts’ most terms combine to ensure this mass
function is nondecreasing in great generality, as summarized
by our main theorem.
Theorem 1. ([13]) Let Ω be a null cone foliated by space-
like spheres tΣsu expanding along a null flow vector L “ σL´
such that |ρpsq| ą 0 for each s. Then the mass mpsq :“ mpΣsq
has rate of change
dm
ds
“
p2mq 13
8pi
ż
Σs
σ
ρ
1
3
´
|χˆ´|2 `GpL´, L´qqp1
4
x ~H, ~Hy ´ 1
3
∆ log |ρ|q
` 1
2
|ν|2 `GpL´, Nq
¯
dA,
where
G “ Ric ´ 12Rg the Einstein tensor, ν “ 23 χˆ´ ¨ d log |ρ| ´ τ ,
and N “ 19 |d log |ρ||2L´ ` 13∇ log |ρ| ´ 14L`.
From the DEC it follows that GpL´, L´q, GpL´, Nq ě 0,
so that the convexity conditions ρ ą 0, 14x ~H, ~Hy ě 13∆ log ρ
along a foliation tΣsu, called a doubly convex foliation, implies
dm
ds
ě 0.
So how likely is a foliation to be doubly convex? Well,
in the case of a cross-section of ΩS in Schwarzschild, we
know (4) holds trivially from (3). It also follows ([13]) that
1
4x ~H, ~Hy´ 13∆ log ρ “ 1ω2 p1´ 2Mω q. We conclude that all folia-
tions of ΩS in the black hole exterior (ω ě 2M) satisfy (4) and
(5). A natural question follows as to whether these conditions
are physically motivated for more general asymptotically flat
null cones.
Having found that this mass functional exhibits somewhat
generic monotonicity, our next concern is asymptotic conver-
gence and whether we obtain a physically significant quan-
tity. From the fact that m ď EH , we see that any doubly
convex foliation tΣsu approaching a geodesic foliation of an
asymptotically flat null cone Ω yields a converging mass, since
EHpΣsq converges ([10]). However, this convergence is an in-
direct observation insufficient for a direct analysis of the limit.
With a fairly standard strengthening of the decay conditions
on the geometry of Ω, called strong flux decay (see [13]) we’re
afforded an explicit limit for lim
sÑ8mpΣsq. Amazingly, this limit
is independent of any choice of asymptotically geodesic folia-
tion (as in Schwarzschild), and we conclude with a proof of a
Null Penrose Conjecture.
Theorem 2. ([13]) Let Ω be an asymptotically flat null cone
with strong flux decay in a spacetime satisfying the DEC.
Given the existence of an asymptotically geodesic doubly con-
vex foliation tΣsu
lim
sÑ8mpΣsq ď mB .
Moreover, in the case that x ~H, ~Hy|Σ0 “ 0 (i.e. Σ0 is a hori-
zon) we prove the NPC. Furthermore, if we have the case of
equality for the NPC and tΣsu is a strict doubly convex foli-
ation, then Ω “ ΩS.
The first part of the theorem follows from the fact that
m ď EH and that the limit lim
sÑ8mpΣsq (being independent of
the flow) must therefore bound all Bondi energies from be-
low, hence also mB . In the second part, if x ~H, ~Hy “ 0 along
with (5), then its a consequence of the Maximum Principle
for elliptic PDE that ρ must be constant on Σ0 warranting
equality in Jensen’s inequality. As a result,c
|Σ0|
16pi
“ EHpΣ0q “ mpΣ0q ď lim
sÑ8mpΣsq ď mB .
For the case of equality we refer the reader to [13].
Open Problems
An interesting condition resulting in a doubly convex foli-
ation is that ρpsq be constant on each of the leaves of a
foliation (i.e. on each Σs). As a result, this foliation satisfies
mpΣsq “ EHpΣsq, representing a ‘rest-frame’ flow given that
energy equals mass. Studying the existence of this flow is of
great interest.
We also invite the reader to recall the dependence of ζ
and σ on the null basis tL,Lu. An analogous construction
of data under a ‘role reversal’ between L and L would result
in a new flux function ρ¯ on our surface Σ. We say a sur-
face Σ˜ is time-flat ([4]) whenever ρ “ ρ¯. The existence of
‘time-flat’ surfaces within asymptotically flat null cones are
particularly interesting as they serve as pivots where a flow
can ‘flip-direction’ without causing a discontinuous jump in
mass (since m “ m¯).
L
L
Σ˜
Figure 6: Bouncing
This observation is of particular significance in the search
for more general foliations that inherit the successes of Theo-
rems 1 and 2. Another objective is to weaken the underlying
smoothness assumption associated with null cones in Theo-
rem 2, possibly toward broadening its validity to include focal
points or multiple black hole horizons.
These open questions are important not only for under-
standing the physics of black holes and mass in general rela-
tivity, but also for expanding our knowledge of null geometry.
Since null geometry is not particularly intuitive, physical mo-
tivations like these are very useful for providing fascinating
conjectures to pursue.
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